
BDuddy Lee's fantastic array of remontant azaleas is ex-
tremely deserving of praise and attention. This article is 

not directed at that purpose, but rather is directed at com-
municating a few observations about the characteristics of the 
various Encore® cultivars planted in Piedmont North Carolina 
Zone 7a gardens. I have tried to observe Encores planted in 
reasonably well-amended soils, but red clay is still red clay. So 
I thought that observations of performance in slightly heavier 
soils and slightly cooler temperatures than the sweet spot for 
Encores would be of interest. 

I've been growing and enjoying Encores for almost a 

other or next to a white-blooming 
camellia. 

Perhaps the immunity to la-
cebugs and drought tolerance de-
rive from the Encore® group's 
Rhododendron oldhamii blood. 
This Taiwanese species is a Zone 
8-9 plant in America, which prob-
ably has something to do with 
why the creators make the point 
that the plants can take more sun 
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dozen years now, starting with AUTUMN TWIST` (`Conlep'). 
AUTUMN TWIST CCOIllepl AUTUMN ROYALTY  (`Conlea 
and AUTUMN SANGRIA` (`Roblee') are three of the very best in 
terms of two-season floriferousness, vigor, and drought toler-
ance. They also share an attractive leaf of above average sub-
stance, which seems absolutely immune to lacebugs. All three 
are fantastic plants in every respect. 

AUTUMN SANGRIA` (`Roblee') has a rich neon color that is 
beautiful, but I find it challenging to blend with other spring-
blooming ericaceous plants. In the fall, it doesn't seem like 
a problem at all; it is fun to have `Flonorine Jobert' Japanese 
anemone on one side of it and Rudbeckia laciniata on the  

than most azaleas. In spite of this provenance, 13 of the 29 
Encores are hardy even in Zone 6a. 

AUTUMN AMETHYST (`Conlee') performs excellently for 
me. It is unique in its attractive, veiny foliage and its predilec-
tion to bloom when temperatures are cooler. It is the first to 
bloom in spring, right with 'Geisha', and then waits later in 
the fall to bloom (continuing till hard frost). In this respect, 
AUTUMN AMETHYST' (`Coulee') is smarter than many Encores, 
whose August blooms melt in 90+ degree heat. 
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AUTUMN CARNATION (`Roblec') is an excellent performer in 
terms of two-season flowering—even as a young plant—and 
vigorous growth. Most Encores seem to improve their flower-
ing ability with maturity. 

I do not grow AUTUMN ROUGE' Monleal AUTUMN 
BELLE 	(`Robled), AUTUMN CARNIVAL' 	(`Conlet'), 
AUTUMN SUNSET (`Roblen'), AUTUMN PRINCESS cRobleal 
or AUTUMN CHEER` (`Conier), but I have observed them 
to thrive and be two-season bloom-
ers in gardens in my area - especially 
AUTUMN CARNrvAC(`Conlet'). On 
the negative side, I observe diffi-
dently (small sample) that AUTUMN 
RUBY–  (`Conier') has not bloomed 
in fall for me. While AUTUMN 
EmsEks–(`Conieb') does fall bloom, 
it seems inferior to AUTUMN SUNSET 
(`Roblen') in foliage and bloom. Oth-
er Zone 7a gardeners reported that 
AUTUMN CHIFFON (`Robled') and 
AUTUMN CORAL` (`Conied') did not 
perform as well as other Encores for 
them. 

Returning to plants I grow my-
self, I really enjoy AUTUMN ANGEL` 
(`Robleg') with its low Satsuki habit. 
It blooms a little weakly for me in 
the fall, even after about five years in 
the ground, but better each year. On 
the other hand, the more upright-
structured AUTUMN MOONLIGHT 
CMOOIIII0 is probably the most flo-
riferous of all, even as a young plant. 
Unfortunately, AUTUMN MOONLIGHT CMOOIIII0 is on the 
edge in Zone 7a, as its foliage burns during our typical winter. 
(The Encore® website provides information on the varying har-
diness of the cultivars. Keep in mind, it is very hard for a seller 
of plants not to be a smidge optimistic.) 

I should note that all of my azaleas are planted in what I 
regard as optimal azalea conditions: high, dappled shade with 
a little direct sun of roughly an hour each day. The Encore® 
website specifies 4-6 hours of direct sun to achieve optimal 
spring/fall blooming (ideally with afternoon shade). But that 
can pose a bit of a problem in that lots of sun degrades the 
blooms of azaleas, except those blooming in the cool of April 
or October. At worst, a hot sun melts the blooms; at least, it 
robs them of any blue subtlety in their shading. 

At any rate, when I mention the following Encores that 
only spring-bloom for me, realize that they are planted in con-
ditions similar to what the more floriferous ones above expe-
rience (less sun than the Encore® website specifies as ideal). 
AUTUMN LILACC` (`Robles'), for instance, is a perfectly beauti-
ful spring bloomer, but I've yet to see a fall bloom on it in my  

garden. AUTUMN STARLITe (`Roblem') also blooms beautifully 
in the spring but never blooms at all in the fall. I would say the 
same of AUTUMN SWEETHEART CRoblejal but also add that 
though AUTUMN SWEETHEART (`Robleja') remains healthy, 
it shows no vigor and remains small. AUTUMN DEBUTANTE` 
(Roble) also blooms nicely about mid-May, but only blooms 
sparsely in the fall; mine actually gets about three hours direct 
sun. 

But overall, what a marvelous 
achievement Buddy Lee's Encore® 
Azaleas represent! How many plants 
will bloom profusely for two weeks 
in the spring and then have a good 
number of blooms from early August 
till November's hard frost? And every 
one in my experience is hygienic—to 
wit, not a hanger-of-spent-blooms in 
the group. Bravo to Buddy Lee! 
I hope these details of my experience 
will be of some use to those just delv-
ing into this great group of plants. Be 
sure to consult the Encore–  website 
for information about hardiness, the 
natural size and structure, and other 
details of the diverse cultivars. A 
pleasant thought to end on: Buddy's 
still at it! 

Will Ferrell is the author of the histori-
cal novel The Secrets of Sterling Shea-
rin: The Noblest Cause and has been 
an AM member since 2001. 

The Conifer Society welcomes you! 

Conifers and azaleas are natural garden companions 

• Add year-round color and texture 

• Brighten small garden spaces 

• Create living sculptures 

• Screen views and create focal points 

Visit www.conifersociety.org  

call (410) 721-6611 or mail $30 annual dues to: 

Conifer Society 

P.O. Box 3422 

Crofton, MD 21114-0422 

Order of spring blooming: 

AUTUMN AMETHYST (`Conlee') 
AUTUMN RUBY–  (`Conier') 

AUTUMN STARLITem (`Roblem') 

AUTUMN SUNSET (`Roblen') 
AUTUMN SWEETHEART (`Robleja) 

AUTUMN CARNIVAC (`Roblec') 

AUTUMN TWIST (`COIllep') 
AUTUMN ROYALTY (`Conlec') 
AUTUMN SANGRIA (`Roblee') 

AUTUMN LILAC"' (`Robles') 

AUTUMN DEBUTANTE' (`Robley) 

AUTUMN ANGEL' (`Robleg') 
AUTUMN MOONLIGHT CMOOIIII0 

Note: All Encore® Azaleas are patented. 
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